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0 of 0 review helpful Great problems By Saul Great problems but a mixed bag Some are classics Some are so difficult 
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that it will be a rare reader who can solve them I ve only solved a few so far but I ve enjoyed thinking about a lot of 
them 3 of 3 review helpful interesting By YL many interesting problems most of them are combinatorial and there are 
some ana Can a Christian escape from a lion How quickly can a rumour spread Can you fool an airline into accepting 
oversize baggage Recreational mathematics is full of frivolous questions where the mathematician s art can be brought 
to bear But play often has a purpose In mathematics it can sharpen skills provide amusement or simply surprise and 
books of problems have been the stock in trade of mathematicians for centuries This collection first published in 2006 
is de The Author considers these problems to be the type that two mathematical friends would pose to each other and 
discuss over a cup of coffee in a lounge I agree with that premise they are not too hard and there is a proof that is 
relatively easy to discover a 
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